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SEWERAGE - LAND DRAINAGE INTERACTION
An overview of the complexities of sewerage/land drainage interaction and the ways,

means and difficulties of predicting flooding where this exists.

Bill Burton - Consultant

Alastair Moseley - Haswell Consulting Engineers

By intent this written summary of our paper does not have much detail in it. The purpose of its presentation will
be to get over to you a few fundamentals on the interaction between sewerage and land drainage systems and
then to illustrate, with a few examples, how messy the problems, and the solutions can get.

There is a need to look beyond the piped sewerage area and into the naturally drained areas that surround it
and understand the “grey” areas in between – of course that's got nothing to do with the colour of the water that's
often in there!

There seems to be two sorts of rain. Sewerage rain falling on urban areas, is quite streetwise, city educated, has
sensible designer profiles and knows more or less what to do with regard to any bit of impermeable area and a
sewer system. Land drainage rain is not quite the same. It's a bit more contrary and independent (like Bill
Burton!). This is the sort of rain that doesn't quite play the game. It often comes in non-designer profile form,
doesn't care where it falls and gets into drainage systems quite deviously and breaks quite a few of the rules. It
sometimes comes in big lumps too and certainly knows all about global warming. When it falls around an urban
area it can cause trouble.

Once it has fallen on any pervious areas the rate at which it eventually enters drainage systems varies wildly by
comparison with the rain that falls on impermeable areas. The pervious area can vary from close-cropped lawn
through to heavy woodland, and almost anything in between. It can have varying porosity and can “pan over”
under certain conditions. It can even be doubly devious and enter the system via the latest porous pavements.
The response is therefore much more difficult to predict and varies even more wildly when the rainfall becomes
extreme in nature. And we are getting a lot more of this lately.

Under such extreme rainfall the impermeable areas also start to misbehave with drainage entry points failing to
capture the water and instead shedding it on to the pervious areas, further compounding the overall catchment
response problem. Coupled with this there may be areas of field connected onto surface water sewer systems,
overloaded foul sewers in the valley line and over loaded off line surface water sewers. Then where does the
extreme event run-off go?

As a result of these messy mixed up interactive systems, with foul sewers, combined sewers, highway drains
and open and culverted watercourses and perhaps rural areas where, with poor highway drainage and poor
watercourses, the only proper working system in the village is the public foul sewer, things happen on the
ground that cannot easily be modelled. In these situations the ability to predict flooding accurately becomes
complex and requires considerable skill and effort to simulate the performance of the system with any degree of
confidence.

For the drainage engineer there is a wonderful range of analysis software available nowadays. Hydro or
InfoWorks, Microdrainage, Mouse - all perfect (or at their best) for impermeable area run-off and the running of it
through pipes. The Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) or MicroFSR are available for assessment of pervious
area run-off and HEC-RAS, ISIS or MIKE 11 for running the derived run-off through open channels. There is
even the ability to mix and match the models but then this can lead us into the grey area where we are perhaps
stretching the regression equation coefficients and perhaps using less-well calibrated parts of the software.

Small elements of land drainage input are best simulated with simple rational triangular input - a rainfall intensity
x; an area x; a percentage run-off with a time to peak and time to tail of appropriate duration. Length of diagonal
of catchment, divided by 0.3m/s will do for most general grassed areas. This can be plugged into your model as
a hydrograph or plugged in as an area with various selected coefficients to let the model then vary the input with
rainfall.
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Large areas of land drainage input need to be approached using FEH (or MicroFSR) in all its glory. This is a
much more complex and the drainage engineer will need to try all the different methods within it, select that
which is best suited and attempt to calibrate the prediction with available data.

It is becoming increasingly necessary to take account of the consequences of the failure of drainage systems,
i.e. property flooding, road flooding, open ground flooding etc. for higher return period storms than was
traditionally the case and the consequent higher cost of providing for the higher design flow. A sensitivity check
of all of these with different return periods is the answer. Water companies are heart-searching on this aspect at
present. They are having now to assess their systems in the 1 in 20 to 1 in 40 year area while the Environment
Agency have traditionally done the same thing on fluvial and tidal flood defences, but in the 1 in 100 to 500 year
area. Comfortingly though now the two parties are beginning to find common ground and are at least closing
together on a common "design" or level of protection standard. The water companies, in now looking at 1 in 20
or 1 in 40 year events are acknowledging a need to study the failure mode of their systems and those interacting
with them - to make sure that they are all fail-safe for these extremes as more often than not it is the run-off from
pervious areas that is the major player in flooding during more extreme events than the capacity of the sewer
system itself.

When attempting model verification for these situations, problems arise most of all with the elements of pervious
run-off - whether small or large. The modeller might have everything, from high quality flow survey verification
data to work with, through to perhaps just making sure that the run-off still floods the system on a "big" event -
that's still a valid verification, and shouldn't be forgotten. One of the big dangers of traditional flow survey
verification is that it generally fails to capture any "big" events. The danger of course then is that models verified
for "little" events will fall apart for the "big" one. It must be remembered that roof gutters and downpipes only
have a capacity for 10 year rainfall, gully inlets for about 5 year rainfall, and surface water drains for 1 year or 2
year rainfall: the excess carries on over roof/road/land, regardless.

Computer modelling allows us to stretch the pipework models into open channel mode, to model overland flow
down the road as open channels, and to model the impact of external watercourse flooding or surcharging
influences. It is even possible to stretch the open channel model into culvert mode. However if the overland or
excess flow element is not properly modelled then the model is simply not a valid representation of the system.

With the increasing evidence of interaction between land drainage and urban sewerage systems manifesting
itself in virtually all catchments there is clearly a huge risk of spending enormous amounts of time and money on
the model building process when it might not be at all appropriate to the type of the problem, or to the solution. In
the modelling process it is essential to pick up all the flooding routes and mechanisms at work, whether they be
in foul sewers, surface water sewers, highway drains, open or culverted watercourses, rivers directly or due to a
river's adverse impact on system outfalls. It is all too easy in the latter cases to get bogged down in "whose
responsibility is it anyway?". The route and mechanism is the important thing and the responsibilities should be
left to the legal boys to sort out.

In assessing flood routes, be sure to pick up all the unusual, perhaps extreme-event only routes and
mechanisms. The run-off that flies across the open field, through the patio door and out the front door; the run-
off that flies down the road and turns left at the traffic lights because that's the only way out of the village are all
good examples. When the flooded customers say, "I just don't know where the floodwater came from", it’s down
to the drainage engineer to find out. The detective's technique is useful - just sit them down and get them to tell
you what happened - give no clues, listen to the story, plan and notebook at the ready - you've probably got the
wherewithal to then solve the "crime". The presentation will illustrate a few messy problems in the Midlands and
hopefully explain a few not-too-messy solutions to them.

When flooding is due to the interaction of sewerage and land drainage there are frequently so many difficulties in
understanding the flooding routes & mechanisms, modelling the flooding, modelling the solutions, picking design
standards, using failure mode design, and sorting drainage responsibilities and financial constraints. The
technically easy way out, and historically the traditional route out, is to throw in big pipes and channels or big
storage tanks, at the problem. They are generally very expensive and disruptive at least, and to use the modern
words, they are generally quite unsustainable.  Perhaps herein lies the answer. Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDS) might be the way to go. It would have prevented some of the problems developing in the first
place and with retro-fitting would, perhaps, be the best way of dealing with them now they are happening.
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Discussion
Question  Ron Salinger Such Salinger Peters

Bill what was the PR (percentage runoff) from the pig farm.

Answer

It was very difficult to assess, it was a sandy soil and in Flood Studies Report terms, very porous. However thanks to
the pigs there was no surface cover and the surface was often packed and smeared with whatever to make it quite
impervious, so PR could vary between 10% and 90%, dependent on antecedent rainfall and the pigs.
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